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ESSEX ROAD 6 
 
 

 
 

  
10 January – 9 February 2020 
The films are screened on a loop from 5 – 10pm every evening. 
 
Opening event: Thursday 9 January 6.30 – 8.30pm 
 
 
 
Tintype Gallery’s annual Essex Road programme of new moving-image work showcases eight 
specially commissioned short films by artists, both established and emerging. Its theme is the 
mile-long Essex Road that snakes through Islington from Angel to Balls Pond Road, a street 
both ordinary and extraordinary.  

The programme, now in its sixth year, is intended for both contemporary-art audiences, 
attracted by the calibre of the artists and the work, and people in the local community, 
interested because it is about where they live and work.  

In mid January–mid February 2020, Essex Road 6 will be back-projected into Tintype Gallery's 
large front window after dark as a form of public art; shown on a loop for anyone to watch 
from the pavement.  

Artists: 

AYO AKINGBADE is a young artist based in London. Her work to date has emerged from and 
mediates the urban environment, which she distils into highly personal, idiosyncratic narratives. 
She recently completed a social housing trilogy entitled No News Today. 

ADAM CHODZCO is an artist working across media, exploring our conscious and 
unconscious behaviour, social relations and collective imaginations through artworks that are 
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propositions for alternative forms of ‘social media.’ His work speculates how, through the visual, 
we might best connect with others.  

PATRICK GODDARD's politically loaded and narrative based works operate as black comedy. 
Shot in his subversive, low-fi mockumentary style, his films chart the artist’s fumbled attempts to 
create a personal and political integrity. The films are by turns awkward, astute, cringe-inducing 
and laugh-out-loud funny.  

LUCY HARRIS works with 16mm film to investigate sites, objects and sourced images – 
postcards, photographs, archive film – creating interweaving visual narratives that explore film as 
a site of illusion and allusion.    

REBECCA LENNON works across media including video, text, performance, sound and music 
to think about and play with the non-linear shapes and rhythms of the voice, memory and the 
speaking body.   

MARYAM MOHAJER’s wry, keenly observed, animated films focus on ordinary lives under 
pressure. Mohajer was born in Tehran, Iran just before living through revolution, war and 
immigration. With a background in painting, she discovered animation after moving to UK in 
2000.    

MELANIE SMITH’s work relates to an expanded vision of the notion of modernity and forms 
critiques on its aesthetic-political structure, revealing tensions implicit within industrial society 
between the economy, forms of violence, and chaos. Her eye is attuned to surreal events in 
everyday life, the intensity of the street and finding potential in messed up situations. 

WEBB-ELLIS (Caitlin and Andrew Webb-Ellis) are a British/Canadian artist duo. Their films 
often reveal the story of their own making in which coincidence and fiction play a significant role. 
They interlace images, encounters, stories, and sounds of their personal experiences into work 
that at seeks to address what it is to be human in these strange times. 

For further information, please contact Albany Arts Communications: 

 
Carla von der Becke, carla@albanyartscommunications.com 
t: + 44 (0) 20 73 88 09 97; m: + 44 (0) 79 74 25 29 94 
 

 We are very grateful to Arts Council England and Islington’s Local Initiatives Fund for their 
support of this project. 
 

                   
 

 


